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43 civilians have been killed in 

a massacre in Tareq Al-Bab of Aleppo

Saturday  8  September  2012

civilians have been killed in a massacre in Tareq Al-Bab of Aleppo 43

Syrian Network of Human Rights documented the kill of 43 victims, cause of shell-
ing by MIG23 in Aleppo, and deafening silence of international community  
 
Details:

- Saturday, 08-09-2012, a MIG23 airplane penetrate the sound barrier many times, then threw 
several barrels on a building near Al-Halwaneyeh roundabout in Tareq Al Bab neighborhood, 
it led to complete destruction of three floors in building, where the residents were inside. 

The explosion led to kill at least 30 civilians, some of the bodies were completely torn apart. 
Many residents refused to talk with us and give any more information., it caused to at least 50 
injures most of them were civilians who hurts cause of shrapnel that fell from the building.

http://sn4hr.org/
sn4hr.org
https://maps.google.com.qa/maps?q=36.208217,37.191907&hl=ar&num=1&t=m&z=17
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Victims’ Names:  
 
1. Agha Yousef Al-Yousef

2. Mohammad Musa Agha

3. Abd Al Aziz Sahali

4. Nader Abdullah Aboud

5. Mohammad Ahmad Hassan

6. Ahmad Hammal - 52 years

7.Mustafa Ahmad Hammal

8. Ali Bakkari

9. Fayez Mohammad - 20 years

10. AmmarDalati

11. Abdo Al Karmo

12. HussainTaha

13. StoufSarje

14. Abdul Jabbar Sultan

15. Ibrahim Haj Hussain - 30 years

16. Safwan Hafez

17. AmerAdem

18. Child of Ibn Nasr El Deen Haj Hussain

19. Hassan Janem – 30 years

20. Toddler Farah Mohammad Hamdo – 3 Months

21. Fatima HussainMajdami – 34 years

22. AidaSalehShaaban – 43 years

http://sn4hr.org/
sn4hr.org
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Attachments:

Victims and Injuries:

Tareeq Al Bab, Al –Halwaneyeh roundabout – victims’ bodies

Tareeq Al Bab, Al –Halwaneyeh – a victim’s body

Tareeq Al Bab, Al – Halwaneyeh roundabout - victims’ bodies and injuries in the field hospital

Al Shaar – Sed Al Loz - pulling victims and injures from rubble, and the destruction caused by 
the shelling

Link 1, Link 2

Al Shaar – Sed Al Loz –victims outside the field hospital.

Link 1, Link 2

Al Shaar – Sed Al Loz – A mother crying after losing her son cause of shelling:

Effects of destruction:

Al Shaar – Sed Al Loz –destruction caused by shelling on residential buildings

Legal conclusions

SNHR holds the Syrian President Commander in Chief of the Syrian army, Bashar al-Assad, 
responsible for all acts of homicide, torture and massacres perpetrated in Syria as he holds the 
primary responsibility for giving the orders for these acts. SNHR considers all Syrian regime 
members and heads of the security and military bodies directly complicity in those acts. By the 
same token, SNHR considers the Iranian government and Hezbullah as direct partners in the acts 
of homicide who shall legally and judicially liable for those acts along with all those funding 
and supporting the Syrian regime which is systematically committing massacres on a daily basis. 
SNHR holds all the above mentioned parties responsible for all consequences and potential reac-
tions from the Syrian people in general and the families of the victims in particular.

Recommendations:

Human right council

1- Call upon security council and relevant organizations to take upon their responsibility towards 
what’s happening Syrian children from momentary nonstop killing even for one hour .  

2- Exert pressure on the Syrian government to stop random and deliberate shelling on civilians 

3- Hold the allies and supporter of the Syrian government : Russia , Iran , China , moral and 
physical responsibility towards killing in Syria

4- Serious attention of the disastrous situation and give it high priority, and try to take care of 
victims’ children and families. 

http://sn4hr.org/
sn4hr.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bGdAv3g2FI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcUs2ZAshdI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDWmMXYVOEs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G1uJhtGsFMc

http://youtu.be/EVqJmDjzdiU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRdGLJq_eKc

http://youtu.be/QPI93b7qtGw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgF4iTAsWwM&feature=relmfu

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZs8QRv-9yo
sn4hr.org
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Security Council :

1- Decision to refer all the criminals and the involved to ICC

2- Warn the Syrian Government of the repercussions of using brutal methods and systematic 
killing and send clear messages about

Arab League:

1- Demand Human Right Council and United Nations to give this serious issue the right attention 
and follow up

2-  Political and diplomatic pressure on the Syrian Government Troops’  main allies-Russia, 
Iran and China -to prevent them from continuous providing cover and international and political 
protection for all the crimes committed against the Syrian people and hold them moral and physical 
responsibility for all the excesses of the Syrian Government Troops

http://sn4hr.org/
sn4hr.org

